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Executive Summary
In 2016, PepsiCo launched their new sustainability goals. One of their top priorities is “Empowering
people around the world” (“2025 Sustainability”, 2016). This especially includes one of the people
groups that has most been discriminated against: women. For thousands of years, in thousands of
different ways, women have been told that they are not, can not, and even should not be in most
professions. In recent years, this view has changed dramatically in certain parts of the world. However,
there are still quite a few remaining negative stereotypes against women concerning certain careers.
PepsiCo has recognized within their own population the effects of these cultural stereotypes.
Women represent only 5% of the workforce within warehouse, production, distribution, merchandising
jobs (C. Ponce de Leon, personal communication, March 14, 2017). PepsiCo knows that this is not
because these jobs only excel with this gender ratio, nor is it because only that percentage of women
have any desire to work in these positions. Therefore, to go along with PepsiCo’s goals of
empowerment, Phad Ads has created the “Women Are” campaign.
“Women Are” is a witty and perhaps shocking integrated marketing communications campaign.
There are currently many different ad campaigns seeking to empower women and they are all pretty
much the same. Therefore, Phad Ads decided to approach this topic in a more surprising and unique
way. We thought that initially affirming the stereotypes sarcastically would be an entertaining way of
gaining PepsiCo’s audience’s attention and participation. Additionally, proving the stereotypes wrong by
showing real women in these professions drives the point home that it is time to rid our culture of these
attitudes. “Women Are” sends the message that instead of PepsiCo treating women as if they do not
know what they can be, PepsiCo understands what women already are.
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Part 1
Section A: Situational Analysis
Company Analysis
History
PepsiCo was established in 1965 as a result of the Pepsi-Cola and Frito-Lay merger. Before this merger,
Pepsi-Cola was founded by Caleb Bradham, a pharmacist, in the late 1890s. The Frito-Lay side of PepsiCo
was founded by Elmer Doolan and Herman Lay in 1932. PepsiCo started with a handful of products, like
Pepsi-Cola, Diet Pepsi, Mountain Dew, Fritos Corn Chips, Lay’s Potato Chips, Cheetos, Rold Gold Pretzels
and Ruffles Potato Chips. Since it’s conception, PepsiCo has grown exponentially in the products they
carry, the clients they reach, and the size of the company. From contracts with Starbucks, to acquiring
Taco Bell, PepsiCo is constantly expanding its reach. In 2012, PepsiCo totaled 22 different products, each
of which had achieved billion-dollar status in annual retail sales, including items like Brisk Iced Tea,
Mountain Dew and Starbucks To-Go Drinks (“Our History”, n.d.).

Culture/Mission
A key characteristic of PepsiCo is its sheer size and success, with a wide portfolio of products that are
available in over 200 countries and territories worldwide, and 250,000 employees, the company logged
over $63 billion in net revenue in 2015. The size and success of PepsiCo are obviously defining qualities,
but it is clear that they are working to expand their culture. PepsiCo has enacted the slogan,
“Performance with Purpose”. Like many other brands in this age, Pepsi Co seems to be headed towards
a meaningful brand persona, with goals in employee diversity and equality, an interest in alternative fuel
sources, and environmental stewardship. Specifically, Pepsico states that they want to, “...advance
respect for human rights, promote diversity and engagement, and spur Prosperity and economic
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development in communities around the world” (pepsico.com). They also have a clear focus on their
environmental impact, with declared concerns for water impact, carbon emissions, and source
sustainability. These goals speak clearly to the company’s culture, as we see what they are, what they
hope to be, and what is important to the brand.

Problems/Challenges
The problem Pepsi has addressed is that it does not have enough women in its warehouse, and
distributing workforce. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, in 2016 there were over ⅔ of male
workers who are dominating this workforce (“Industries at,” 2017). There are two main things to be
addressed in order to balance out this workforce in particular. The first problem being the perception
that because the work is physical, the job should only be for men. We would need to convince women
and those around them that women are perfectly capable of doing the same work and that in fact there
are other aspects of this work other than the physical parts. The second problem we have is the
perception that this line of work is merely just a job, or a “blue-collar” job. In order to change this
perception, women need to be be made aware of the benefits this job has to offer. We need to
communicate effectively that this is a starting point with the opportunities to climb the corporate ladder
for a more meaningful job. Ultimately, Pepsi needs to make their warehouse and distributing jobs
appear as attractive and viable options for women to start a career in.

Industry Category/Overall Market Trends
The Warehouse and Distribution Industry entails a variety of different responsibilities. In general, they
are in charge of storing and prepping of products for shipping. This would include, keeping track of the
products, keeping them safe, fulfilling orders, labeling, assembling, packaging, and arranging
transportation (“Industries,” 2017). The distributing part of it is in charge of transportation and getting
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the products out to the locations where it is being sold, or ordered from. Distributors are also in charge
of keeping the product safe, keeping track of it, and ensuring it is on-time for delivery.

Opportunities
Current changes in the way society views the role of women could be Pepsi’s biggest opportunity to
address the first problem. It is becoming perfectly acceptable nowadays for women to pursue careers
traditionally dominated by men. Now, would be a great time for Pepsi to attract women by advertising it
for “strong” and “determined women. This would make the job appear more ambitious, which is
something women are pursuing these days. Pepsi also has another opportunity which will help diminish
the perception that warehouse and distribution jobs are dead-end jobs. These days people are
convinced that the only way to start a good career is through college education. This is simply not true
so if Pepsi can exploit this by effectively advertising this work as a good alternative, they will attract
more women.

Product Analysis
PepsiCo is one of the largest food and beverage distributors in the world. With 22 of their child
companies generating over one billion in revenue each, their products do not go unnoticed. These
products range from “chips, flavored snacks, cereals, rice, pasta, and dairy-based products” (Bailey,
2014) to “carbonated soft drinks, juices, ready-to-drink tea and coffee, sports drinks, and bottled
water.” (Bailey, 2014) One of the popular benefits of PepsiCo’s products is that they offer a snack or
beverage that is ready to be consumed. Because of the products ability to be consumed right when
purchased, they are available in smaller amounts at convenience stores and in larger amounts at grocery
stores. But in this case, PepsiCo wants to build up a more diverse work environment by adding more
females to the warehouse jobs.
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PepsiCo as a whole is also a very beneficial company. They are currently developing “a diverse, inclusive
and engaged workforce . . . [they are striving] to achieve gender parity in our management roles and pay
equity for women” (PepsiCo, 2017) This is a perfect goal if PepsiCo is trying to gain more female
presence in their workforce. They are looking for women who want to work in an active environment.
Not only is PepsiCo trying to create a more equal workplace, but they offer careers. These careers at
PepsiCo have great trajectory and the women will be able to see themselves improve along the way. A
career at PepsiCo will give women the opportunity to build a self-sustaining, strong job while working in
a fun, social and enthusiastic environment. This environment reflects the brand’s personality as well.
PepsiCo has a very young and energetic image, which directly influences who they try and market to.
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Competitive Analysis
The food and beverage industry’s competition is fierce. PepsiCo’s biggest competitor is the Coca-Cola
Company. Since PepsiCo launched the Pepsi Challenge in 1975, the competition has increased to this
day. From the two charts shown, one can see that both brands offer similar comparative products.

↑ Brands owned by the Coca Cola Company

↑ Brands owned by PepsiCo
For instance, the Coca-Cola Company has Dasani water and SmartWater; in contrast, PepsiCo
has Aquafina water. They have tried to match each other with comparative products. The Coca-Cola
Company is PepsiCo’s most prominent primary competitor in terms of beverages, but in terms of career
recruitment, their primary competitors are giant corporates and conglomerates that are hiring to fill
distribution and production careers, such as General Mills, Kellogg Co., Kraft Foods, Dr Pepper Snapple
Group, ConAgra Foods, and Nestle (as we can see in the chart below).
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Source: FinancesOnline.com (“Top Grocery Brands”, 2014)
These brands often use direct store delivery (DSD), which means they deliver products directly to the
store. PepsiCo uses this method and thus hires its own drivers and merchandisers to transport its
products to retailers (Bailey, 2014).
In terms of recruitment, PepsiCo’s secondary competitors are other smaller scale freight
management companies, grocery stores, or other industries such as the auto industry electronics
industry, etc. Companies that ship or distribute products would be PepsiCo’s secondary competitors
because PepsiCo would be competing with them to hire drivers and workers.
Competing companies often offer a lot of benefits for a production and distribution position. For
instance, Kraft Food truck drivers get direct deposit, retirement plan 401Ks, vacation pay, dental
insurance, vision plan, and life insurance (“Everytruckjob.com: Kraft Food”). Safeway offers a choice of
medical plans, prescription drug coverage, vision care, dental and orthodontia, employee assistance
program, health care and dependent care; flexible spending account, company paid basic life insurance,
paid time off vacation, sick leave, and company-recognized holidays. Additionally, they offer a
professional and career education program, and 401K employer match plan (“Careers at Safeway”).
Companies often offer 401K life insurance and medical plans for the wellness of its full-time employee.
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PepsiCo does provide these benefits to its employees as well. Pepsico also includes personal financial
advising and a special company-funded retirement benefit (pepsico.com).

SWOT Analysis
Strengths
Our Persona’s key characteristics that represents
the kinds of customers for our product includes,
but is not limited to being:
● Outgoing
● Adventurous
● Spontaneous
● Enthusiastic
● Enjoys exercise/fitness

Opportunities
Our Persona is open to being a team
● Player
● Wants to utilize leadership skills
● Very interested in showing competence
ability to do same job opportunities as
male
● Wants growth opportunities

Weaknesses
Our persona’s weakness identified is
● Fear of physical inadequacy
● Workplace intimidation

Threats
●

Other competitors that already have
health products, so urgency for Pepsi to
develop own brands

Strengths
PepsiCo has a Performance with Purpose (PWP) efforts plan directed toward creating a healthier
relationship between people and food/drink as they grow the business. They have redoubled their
commitment to the PWP agenda as they renew the company's goals in their focus areas of Products,
Planet and, People (PPP). They have set targets to meet by the year 2025. Our goal is to get PepsiCo to
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increase the number of young female applicants/hires in their non-traditional positions for women in
the warehouse/distribution centers. Their goal is to see a 30% increase in women workers in these areas
by 2025. The following is a list of goals from PepsiCo’s 2025 plan that will strengthen the company:
●

Meeting healthier needs of their customers by reducing added sugars, saturated fat, and salt.

●

Outreach so that the company's product reach more underserved communities/consumers

●

Through their PPP goals they plan to reduce their environmental impact to meet the food,
beverage and natural resource needs of our changing work (Planet)

●

Through their PPP goals they are working to enhance respect for human rights, promote
diversity and engagement, and spur prosperity and economic development in communities
around the world (People)

Weaknesses
●

Not having completely identified the financial impact of unstable political conditions in areas
where their market base in many minority (big consumers) communities globally (Paris, Sweden,
etc.) where racial incidents occur)

●

Ability to recruit, hire, and maintain young females in non-tradition positions in various
departments within the company (globally)

●

More females on their boards and committees, which would help with their overall
understanding and appreciation of the diversity of our changing world

Opportunities
●

Through their PWP/PPP agenda this would allow best opening and opportunity to increase the
number of young females in nontraditional jobs within their warehouse/distribution centers and
do an all-out recruitment so they will have qualified applicants to hire, and then make sure they
have all the tools in place to retain these new non-traditional hires
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●

To grow their business in developing and emerging markets (a country where Angela Jolie,
Madonna, and Larry O'Donnel, MSNBC anchor are working with) and recruit, hire, and retain
young females in nontraditional jobs.

●

Find out about any loss of customers or changes to their retail landscape so they can get in front
of them and make whatever corrections/changes necessary to retain them.

●

Franchising in new and emerging markets and again using this as another opportunity to
increase the number of young females globally in non-traditional jobs.

Threats
●

With PepsiCo's top competitors being The Coca-Cola Company, Mondelez International, Inc. and
Dr. Pepper Snapple Group, Inc. It is always of immediate urgency to new market opportunities
and new strategies for existing markets because that will always be their greatest challenge. The
threat will always exist because the consumer market is quite fickle and so they have to always
be on notice that their archival Coca-Cola is looking to out-fizz PepsiCo’s latest fizz (and also
other products they produce that the competitor also produces.

●

Composition of their boards and committees if not doing better in hires from all diverse
backgrounds will find this area a real threat

●

Hiring practices must reflect the changing diverse communities globally, and their workforce
must have a resemblance to their consumer base and outreach to members of their buying
community because this is another area of a real threat from competitors

●

Make sure their collective-bargaining agreements are strong to prevent strikes and work
stoppages

●

Technological savvy is key because the ability to utilize information technology systems and
networks effectively is key because that's a serious threat in today's techno-world
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●

Biggest threat from competitors is that they do a better job of customer service and satisfaction,
so being on your toes in this area is real and failure to recognize, realize, understand that
customer complaints, if not resolved is the beginning of that slippery slope called " what did I
miss, how, and why" because whenever there is competition the threat for
customers/consumers to take their buying power somewhere else is THEIR CHOICE, so
remembering the bottom line is profit and the color to keep a company in is always black and
not red if you want to continue getting the color of green!
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Current Consumer Analysis
A x 4 Analysis
The current consumers in the market for PepsiCo products range in a variety of different ways. From age
and gender, to ethnicity and geographic regions, consumers in this specific market appear to be
incredibly diverse. Studies conducted in an effort to determine what types of consumers typically
purchase PepsiCo products include observing customers at local supermarkets as well as interviewing
store managers and employees. Throughout the course of these observations and interviews, it was
clear that PepsiCo products are a staple of American culture and closely identify with events or
gatherings such as parties. The primary research also revealed that store managers have noticed trends
when in terms of consumers who purchase PepsiCo products as well as why they purchase them.
According to the store manager of the Tempe Safeway, “people who come into the store often buy large
quantities of the company's products… whether it be chips, softdrinks or other PepsiCo products”. This
seems to be a result of parties and other events being held in consumer’s households. Cashiers stated
that they noticed a slightly different trend, the consumers buying these products appear to range in age
as well as ethnicity. They denoted that the people checking out and purchasing PepsiCo products ranged
in age “from 18-35 years old... with the larger segment of these consumers being in their late 20’s to
early 30’s”. The products being purchased were the three most popular PepsiCo products sold in stores,
soft drinks, chips or snacks, and the water brands.
When this primary research was conducted, it was the weekend of the super bowl when stores
were at their busiest. This peak shopping time was optimal for research such as this as it exemplified
what the dominant brands being purchased were as well as who was purchasing them. Many people
who came to the stores to purchase goods were shopping for large parties, grabbing hot dogs, water,
alcohol, chips, and soft drinks. Upon observing customers in the isles where waters and soft drinks were
located, it was clear that many people chose to purchase the Coca-Cola equivalent for sodas whereas
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their choice of water was predominantly the Safeway brand. The preference for those buying these
products appeared to favor the competitors’ products as a result of the perceived market share of the
two companies. Many of people buying PepsiCo products appeared to purchase them due to the fact
that the price per unit was lower than other competitors, offering more value for the purchase.

Consumer Demographics
The employees we spoke to said they believe “people choose to buy the Pepsi products due to price
differential” and that the people buying these products were often college kids and young adults. This
age group appears to be the dominant category purchasing these products due to the fact that a
majority of older than 30 do not typically buy soft drinks. According to a study of 2,027 adults conducted
by the Huffington Post, “people who are not white (about 46%) purchased soda in stores, and those
with lower incomes (about 45%) making less than $30,000 a year said they purchase soda while
shopping as well” (Huffington Post). The low income, ethnicity and age range of this demographic
appears to be a significant factor of those who chose to buy soft drinks and chips. Of this consumer
demographic, it was clear to see that the younger people going into stores typically purchase soft drinks,
and of those purchasing these products, they were both males and females.

Consumer Psychographics
The consumers in the market for PepsiCo products all have specific wants, needs, problems and
interests when it comes to what they purchase. With the information we learned from the primary
research, it was evident that people go into supermarkets and grocery stores already knowing that they
want to purchase a soft drink or bag of chips. The motives for buying these products are a result of
cravings, impulse decisions, and predetermined events where consumers need a large quantity of
refreshments or snacks such as chips. It was also determined that these consumers all had similar
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lifestyles and values. People who were in this target segment and actually purchased PepsiCo products
were buying them for parties such as the Super Bowl. This essentially means that these are social people
who enjoy the company of others especially when it comes to sporting events such as these. We did not
find this information particularly alarming due to the fact that super bowl weekend is a popular time for
parties and events.
Consumer Persona

Amanda Smiths is a young college student who aspires to acquire a job that is physically engaging,
shows potential for growth, and has a team working environment. Amanda is an incredible individual
who enjoys her strong family relationships as well as leading groups to success. She hopes to live a full
and exciting life where she strives to work hard to move her way up the corporate ladder. Additionally,
Amanda hopes to bring healthier products to Pepsi while removing the stereotype of the warehouse
industry being a male dominated job. She is a spontaneous, outgoing, practical and enthusiastic
individual who will bring a lot to the table when it comes to working a job for the PepsiCo warehouse
industry.
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Section B: Strategic Objectives
Marketing Objective
In the U.S. in 2016, over two thirds of all warehouse and storage jobs were held by men
(“Employed persons”, 2017). This exemplifies the huge gap between men and women in certain careers.
In PepsiCo, this gap exists not only in the warehouse, but also in production, delivery and
merchandising. Women in frontline roles only represent around 5% of PepsiCo’s workforce To them, this
is unacceptable (C. Ponce de Leon, personal communication, March 14, 2017). They know that this
number does not reflect the natural state of women’s interest in these types of jobs versus men’s, but it
reflects the unfortunate perception given to women that these jobs are for men only. Thus, PepsiCo’s
objective is to change that perception and to double the number of female applicants and hires in
production, delivery, warehouse and merchandising careers by 2025.
IMC Objective

We want to enhance the social equity of PepsiCo by empowering women to pursue male-dominated occupations
and thus double the number of women in frontline roles at PepsiCo by 2025.

For too long, women have been told through the media, their friends, and perhaps especially
their families that they cannot or should not work in warehouses, trucks, factories, or behind a dolly.
PepsiCo recognizes the need for change and has decided to act. In October of 2016, PepsiCo launched
it’s “2025 Sustainability Agenda Designed to Meet Changing Consumer and Societal Needs”. This agenda
covers multiple areas in which the company desires to become more sustainable, all of which go under
one of these three pillars:

1. Helping to improve health and well-being through the products it sells.
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2. Protecting our planet.
3. Empowering people around the world.
Under the third pillar, PepsiCo has committed to “continue developing a diverse, inclusive and
engaged workforce that reflects the communities where it does business. These efforts include a
continued focus on achieving gender parity in PepsiCo’s management roles and pay equity for women”
(“2025 Sustainability”, 2016). PepsiCo desires to empower women of all backgrounds to work in a field
they choose, regardless of what anyone else tells them.
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Section C: Message Strategy
Creative Brief
Task/Problem
Pepsico wants more female warehouse and distributing employees. We need to make Pepsico
an attractive employment option for young females by making them feel empowered working for them.

Audience
Our audience must reflect a diversity of individuals that respect our goals. If our goals are met
our audience will develop and increase in numbers because more women, families with daughters
(granddaughters, nieces, daughters-in-laws ), organizations that support women causes/issues, and men
who believe in and support increasing the number of women in nontraditional jobs in the work-force.
PepsiCo products are popular in the sports and entertainment fields. Hopefully, our reputation for
increasing the numbers of women hires in warehouse and distribution can be part of commercials
shown on family-oriented shows as well as during sports games (Olympics, NBA Championships, Super
Bowl's, Golf Opens, Tennis Tournaments). Last but not least, schools from k through 12, and then college
because this is where we should start young girls looking at PepsiCo as the place to go to see fairness,
equity, and opportunity in non-traditional positions.

Key Consumer Insight
Our audience is concerned that either PepsiCo warehouse and distributing jobs are not viable
career options, the jobs are not open to women, or that women would be viewed negatively by their
peers and coworkers in such a job.

Goal(s)
We want to enhance the social equity of PepsiCo by empowering women to pursue maledominated occupations and thus double the number of women in frontline roles at PepsiCo by 2025.
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People associate jobs in warehouse and distribution center are only suitable for men. We aim to break
this norm, making women feel safer and more confident to work with Pepsico.

The Proposition and Promise
We propose to enhance the perception of Pepsi warehouse and distribution as a desirable
option for young female job applicants. We aim to fulfill their needs of community, energy, and room for
growth in the company.

Evidence for Propositional Claims
Everyone knows the brand Pepsico as a hip, fun, and successful brand. You cannot go a day
without seeing something Pepsi related. As a leader in brand prominence, working with Pepsico gives
employer’s the confidence to stand proudly and say, “I work for Pepsico.”

Brand Personality/Feelings
PepsiCo is one of the largest players in the food and beverage industry. PepsiCo is seeking out
young female job applicants who want to get ahead in their careers. Having a career at PepsiCo offers
them benefits like having great career trajectory along with building a self-sustaining strong job. The
workplace environment is fun, social and self-driven.

Requirements
The company Pepsico abides by a set of guidelines to ensure that the consumers remain happy
as well as promote a positive working environment and atmosphere. The company strives for generating
jobs at the warehouse and distribution for both men and women.
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Part 2
Section A: Campaign Concept/Direction
The Big Idea

For too long, women have been told what they aren’t; PepsiCo wants to show what women are.

Section B: Integrated Marketing Communication Strategy
Communication Strategy Description and Origin
Our goal is to create awareness around the company PepsiCo and their determination to
motivate women to apply for jobs within the company-especially male dominated jobs. From
merchandising to distribution, PepsiCo aims to build awareness surrounding the idea that women have
the ability to fulfill any job at PepsiCo. Our strategy is to use sarcasm to drive the point home that
despite stereotypes, women are merchandisers, warehouse workers, distributors, and producers. By
creating a social media based ad that demonstrates PepsiCo commitment to the women workforce, it
will spark enthusiasm and interest in not only jobs but the PepsiCo brand as a whole.
For this project, the team worked together to design and create a PepsiCo Ad Campaign that
aims at reaching working women and creates a notion of career potential within the company,
motivating women to apply for PepsiCo jobs. We created an Ad that uses the tagline “women aren’t” in
an effort to demonstrate all of the jobs that women can work no matter what the degree of difficulty,
position or salary. By delivering this ad to the various social media platforms available today, the ad will
be accompanied by a hashtag phrase that says “#womenare”. This will create awareness within the
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social media networks, generating a sense of virality and brand awareness for PepsiCo. Different regions
will require different amounts of social media pressure with the emphasis being the cities where
distribution or PepsiCo offices are located. This will work with our audience as we believe that this is an
effective way to reach the most people, especially given the demographic of working women who
mostly all have some form of social media presence. The ad generates a lot of motivation for people to
apply for jobs at PepsiCo in any position from entry level to higher up the corporate ladder.
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IMC Tactics/Creative Treatment
Print/Magazine
Our print ads will contain similar visuals as our television and out of home ads. We will have a series of
portraits of women in male-dominated professions scowling or staring sarcastically at the camera. We
will have classic examples of male-dominated jobs: architecture, science, engineering, etc., as well as the
specific jobs PepsiCo is looking to fill: merchandising, warehousing, production and distribution.
“Women aren’t…” will be in bold letters on each portrait. The copy below will explain the purpose of the
ad. “For too long, women have been told what they aren’t. PepsiCo disagrees. We know all that women
are. Architects, merchandisers, scientists, warehouse workers, producers, engineers, distributors, and so
much more. Join us at PepsiCo and be what you are. www.PepsiCojobs.com #womenare
#womeninmaledominatedjobs #womenatwork”. These ads could also have several social media app
logos, corresponding to the social media campaign, including Instagram, Twitter and Facebook. As well
as the logo for the social media app called “Women Are” PepsiCo will create for this campaign (See the
“Digital” section below for more information). In keeping with our consumer persona, we will run these
ads in college newspapers and magazines, career magazines (i.e. Jobs & Careers Magazine), and in the
Jobs section of prominent newspapers around the U.S. We believe these ads will more effectively
capture the attention of women and men than other ads they will see in magazines and newspapers
initially because of the shock factor, but it will also hold their attention due to their desire to support
any company striving for equality.
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Television
TV advertisement appeals to people via visual and audio. For Pepsico’s recruiting campaign, we decided
to take both traditional and non-traditional platform to advertise. In this section, we will focus on
where, when, and what we will air in our advertisement. All the technique and method used is to
achieve our goal to encourage women to apply for frontline positions at PepsiCo.
Where
Since we decided that airing on the top 3 major networks (ABC, CBS, NBC) and YouTube, each with
advertisement of different time lengths, would be our best bet.
When
We decided that each platform should be aired at different time to ensure maximum exposure of the
platform. The following media scheduling flowchart shows the plan on when and where we are airing
our advertisement.
What
Despite the time frame of the advertisement is different, our goal to achieve and tone of the campaign
will remain the same. The tone of the advertisement that we aim to create is dark humor, sarcastic tone.
We are planning to use our current workers as the actors of the ad. Through the advertisement, we are
using our tagline “Women Are” to enforce the idea that women are capable of working and to promote
women's equality.
Due to budget constraints, the rough cut of our video was created in different locations under
different lighting and background. However, our idea was to recreate these motions in one studio room
and filmed in one cut. Each set showing women doing one job, staring sarcastically into the camera
while placing a superimposed text over it saying “women aren’t … ” In the end, the texts come back
while the texts rolling backward to “women …”. A sketch of our storyboard and a link to our rough cut of
the advertisement is included in the next page.
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Ambient/Out-of-Home
For our out-of-home tactics, we first needed to consider our consumer persona. Our consumer persona
is someone who would often be out and about. Two of the places we thought of placing our
advertisements are on the sides of buses or on billboards. In order to maintain a cohesive marketing
campaign, the large displays in these locations will have a witty attitude.
On the bus ad, we will place onto the side a large print of our campaign with the words, “Women aren’t
good at driving.” In the window of the driver’s seat, there will also be a print of what looks to be a
woman driving, which contradicts the previous statement. It follows the same formula we have been
using for the rest of the campaign that challenges the stereotypes women face in the workplace.
The billboard will look similar to the bus ad but the content will read something along the lines of
“Women aren’t fearless.” In the corner it will have of course, a woman appearing to be putting the
message up on the billboard. Again, the appearance of a woman doing this dangerous job will contradict
the accompanying words. Our consumer persona would most likely travel and be out and about around
their town or city. This is why we chose these types of locations to advertise our campaign. The witty
part about it, is that these will all fit into context where all there large prints will be put onto. Our
audience needs to see the message working within the context of whatever environment they are in.
This is important for the audience to recognize that these stereotypes are all around them, and it
becomes something they can dwell on. Ultimately, we hope this makes them keep the campaign in mind
by strategically placing these ads into their everyday environment.
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Ambient/“Guerilla”
In order to engage our audience, we felt a strong guerilla tactic is necessary to capture their attention.
Keeping our consumer persona in mind, we felt a woman like Amanda Smiths would be the type who
hates to be told she cannot be something and would challenge it immediately. This is why for our
guerilla tactic, we needed something that will invoke this kind of reaction from them. Pepsico will erect
in either various locations or in a central hub of some sort a large electronic sign with bold letters that
will read: “Women aren’t ____.” The last word of the sentence and image accompanying it will vary.
When people are intrigued by this message and come closer, they will find in smaller print, directions to
“fix this sentence.” The sign is actually an interactive one that people can touch to erase the “n’t” of the
message so that it reads, “Women are ____.” When they fix it, their reward is an image change to match
the corrected message. A message could also appear saying, “Erase the old narrative. Learn more at
Pepsico.com/jobs.” After a few minutes or so, the screen will reset for another person to interact with it.
The idea behind this tactic is simple. The message reads something that our consumer persona would
not like to see. Naturally she would want to change it, which is what this interactive sign would allow her
do. The goal is to get women to realize that they can change the narrative themselves and by working
for Pepsico as manufacturers, distributors, producers and merchandisers, they can achieve the same
thing.
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Interactive/Digital
For our interactive digital tactic, we will have a social media app that will be connected to the PepsiCo
website called Women Are! Lets dive into what this app has to offer. Clicking on the app women will first
want to set up a profile for themselves: a picture, their name, job position, where they are from or
currently living, as well as a brief biography. We want to communicate that PepsiCo cares about more
than just what women can do. On the profile it will also show “alerts” with job openings, safe talk replies
and story comments, which will be explained a little more in depth on how it works. There will be four
text bubbles, titled: Your Story, Safe Talk, Advice, and Let’s Connect. Starting with “Your Story”, this is
where the women can post and share their experiences with other women on this app about working in
the PepsiCo industry. The “Safe talk” is where the women can post about their concerns regarding their
male coworkers. They will have the option of posting anonymously because we want women at PepsiCo
to have a safe outlet for any frustrations, misunderstandings, or concerns they may have. We want them
to be able to seek help with these issues without fear of wrongful retribution. The “Advice” is for the
women who might be a little more intimidated than other women joining the workplace where it’s
perceived to be male-dominated. There will be “how to” articles in this tab: how to work well with the
men in the same positions they have been hired for, how to stay strong and confident without
overstepping their bounds, etc. The last text bubble, “Let’s Connect” is where women can connect with
other women throughout all other positions at PepsiCo, not just within the four jobs we are trying to
recruit more women for. Finally, there will be a “What’s New?” bubble on the side of the app at all
times. This will be a live news feed, showing stories from the other women, as well as new advice tips.
We at PepsiCo will make sure to keep our app updated, with the latest software, news, and job
openings, as well as finding new ways to improve our app when needed.
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Interactive/Direct Experience
For our interactive experience, we will host a PepsiCo Recruitment Event for women to come take a look
at the different positions offered here at PepsiCo. The event will take place inside of a warehouse,
where there will be different booths for each job position with women at each one who are currently
working in that specific position. The reason for this is because we want the women who are being
recruited to firstly, not have to feel intimidated any longer but rather inspired, confident that they too
can work in a warehouse or drive a truck alongside men, while continuing to climb up the career ladder.
Secondly, we want them to be able to ask as many questions as possible, talking with the women about
the jobs in more detail and learning what it has been like for them working in a perceived to be “maledominated” job. The four job opportunities that we are looking to recruit and hire women in are:
production, warehouse, distribution, and merchandising. At all of the different booths there will be a
brochure on the company, what we stand for, our mission, what we are trying to achieve, why we are
recruiting women, etc. We will also have tables with PepsiCo products for the women to enjoy as they
go around from booth to booth, talking with other possible future co-workers. There will be one other
table, which will have information on all the other different jobs offered here at PepsiCo. We want this
to be a great experience for women to come together in an encouraging and supporting environment.
We also want PepsiCo to become even more diverse with an increase in the number of women working
in these specific positions, at PepsiCo. Finally, we believe this is a great way for strong women to gather
together and talk amongst each other, while making and gaining new contacts and connections.
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Social
Our social media campaign will include a series of hashtags and pictures across multiple platforms
encouraging women to share their experiences with and attitudes towards working in a male-dominated
profession. These will be our primary hashtags: #WomenAre, #WomenAtWork,
#WomenInMaleDominatedJobs. We will use Twitter, Facebook, Instagram and Snapchat. On Twitter we
will post pics of different women within and without PepsiCo in male dominated jobs, along with our
hashtags and a short description, calling for other women to join in. We will also periodically post
powerful statistics about male to female ratios in certain professions. On Facebook and Instagram we
will pictures and videos similar to those on Twitter but with more of the woman’s story and/or
explanation of the campaign written below. On Snapchat, we will sponsor a story for women
surrounded by men to “snap” their experiences for a day. Going along with our print and TV ads, we will
encourage women to create their own sassy and sarcastic “women aren’t” pictures and videos for their
job across Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram. Furthermore, we will connect this campaign with our own
app that creates a space for these women to safely share their experiences and create connections
across the industries within PepsiCo. Through tweets and posts, we will encourage women to visit this
app, called Women Are. We will also set up a website, www.PepsiCo.com/WomenAre, in correlation
with our app. It will have frequently updated statistics on where PepsiCo is in relation to other
companies or the national average concerning the female to male ratio in frontline roles, along with the
advice articles posted in the app.
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Radio
In comparison with TV advertising, radio advertising is the middle child in a campaign because of its
lower standards and entry point. We are planning to air our radio advertisement on national radio
channels: American Radio Network, National Radio Network, KISS FM and Public Radio International.
Radio advertisement is often times easy to be done but hard to make it effective. So, before
airing the advertisement, it is important to trial run it to test if it is good. We are planning to use our
current workers to form focus group and critique our radio advertisement. This will ensure the success
rate of our advertisement.
For the design of the radio, we are going for a serious but sarcastic tone that will resonate with
our television advertisement as well. We are planning to use 3 different voices in our ad. The chart
below shows details about each voice.

Character

Description

Example

Voice 1 (Male)

A very manly smoky voice with a
professional tone.

David Attenborough (professional
voice over for documentaries)

Voice 2 (Female)

A husky rustic voice but with a
playful sarcastic tone.

Miley Cyrus (a well-known artist)

Voice 3 (Female)

A soothing feminine voice with a
calm and confident voice.

Carolina Parada (the voice for “Ok
Google”

The goal of the radio advertisement is to let people know about the potential job positions and benefits
of these jobs. Hence, repetition of advertisement will allow people to remember PepsiCo as a potential
consideration if they want to apply for a position. We wrote a script for the radio advertisement, which
shown in the next page.
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Script: Yeah, totally!
Time (60 seconds)
Musical style

Male Voice Over

: Do you know that women aren’t truck drivers?

Female Voice Over

: (Sarcastic tone) Yeah, totally!

Male Voice Over

: Do you know that women aren’t merchandiser?

Female Voice Over

: (Sarcastic tone) Yeah, totally!

Male Voice Over

: Do you know that women aren’t production worker?

Female Voice Over

: (Sarcastic tone) Yeah, totally!

Male Voice Over

: (Slowly fading away) Do you know that women aren’t ….

Female Voice Over

: If you feel like the statement above are not true, you can prove him wrong
by applying for a position at PepsiCo.
Aside from great career ladder, PepsiCo provides comprehensive medical
insurance plan, dental and vision plan, health living rewards, pension,
401K, and a variety of work-life and voluntary benefits.
Who women are should be defined by women, not the society.
To learn more about job application, visit jobs.pepsico.org
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Public Relations
Public relations are key for any organization to keep a positive image along with making sure their
product is being received well within the community. For our strategy, we are going to push a
campaign that not only involves PepsiCo needing more females in their workforce but will also focus
on equality for women in the workplace as a whole. First, we will create a new, clickable tab on
PepsiCo’s website that will take you to a page that explains the current problem of inequality in the
workplace. Once there, the customer will have a chance to take a quiz to see if they really know how
much inequality there is in the workplace. With help from GenderPrinciples.org, the quiz will be 7
questions; if they miss more than one then they will not be given the coupon until they retake it and
get a correct score. This coupon will give them one free bottled PepsiCo beverage from any local
CircleK convenience store. This area after you have completed the quiz will then share statistics like,
the wage gap and female discrimination in the workplace. Along with some profiles of female
workers at PepsiCo. A lot of the PR will be happening along side our campaign that we are running.
We will have the employees helping with the commercial so we thought it best to have the audience
help as well. Once this advertising campaign gets released to the public we will want women in the
community to share how hard they work by using the hashtag #WomenAre. After a month or so of
this commercial being aired and collecting submissions, we will pick five of our favorite posts with
the tag #WomenAre. After we have our five selected, we will have each of them tell their story of
how they got to where they are today. We want these stories to be inspirational so that the younger
generation of women can see the positivity of women in the workplace. These stories will close off
this campaign in a commercial, but we will continue to push the hashtags: #WomenAre,
#WomenAtWork, #WomenInMaleDominatedJobs.
Do you know equality?
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1.

How do women's salaries compare with men's salaries in the U.S.?
a. Women on average make half as much as men
b. Women on average make 80% as much as men
c. Women on average make 90% as much as men
d. Women make the same as men

2.

Which of the following does NOT promote work-life balance?
a. Your boss gives you a Smartphone so you can work 24/7
b. Your employer provides an exercise program to increase workers’ strength, fitness and
balance
c. Your business provides a 24-hour concierge service to help with all those pesky errands
d. Your organization allows flexible work schedules

3.

What is the annual financial impact of domestic violence of U.S. business?
a. 10 million
b. 50 million
c. 700 million
d. 1 billion

4.
Will having more women on your board lead to better financial performance for your
organization?
a. Yes
b. No
c. Maybe
d. Don’t know
5.

What percentage of consumer spending decisions do women typically control in the U.S.?
a. 20%
b. 40%
c. 80%
d. 100%

6.

In the U.S., what percentage of technology/engineering positions are held by women?
a. 15%
b. 25%
c. 43%
d. 65%

7.

What can an organization do to best demonstrate its commitment to gender equality?
a. Ensure a woman is on the hiring committee
b. Make managers attend diversity workshops
c. Feature women employees on the organization's website
d. Commit to gender equality through a CEO statement
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Internal Rollout:
For our internal rollout, we know that the employees are all brand ambassadors. The first
step to starting our internal rollout will be to post the #WomenAre flyers at every warehouse,
manufacturing, and corporate office. These flyers will spread the idea of what the upcoming
campaign will be about. Next, we will have the company CEO, Indra Nooyi, send out a company wide
email notifying that there will be a new advertising campaign being rolled. She will explain in her
email why we are starting this new campaign and she will also be the first one to announce that
PepsiCo will give female PepsiCo employees a chance to be apart of the actual commercial. But
before they get a chance to enter, PepsiCo will want to hear from all the female voices in PepsiCo’s
organization. This email will have a questionnaire of all the ideas we brainstormed for this upcoming
commercial and we want the female employees to pick out which one they find most fitting for the
campaign. Once a lucky winner is picked, we will fly her out to the company headquarters in
Purchase New York for a week long, paid vacation. The winner will be a part of the new commercial,
get a tour of the whole PepsiCo headquarters, and be able to meet the CEO along with her
colleagues. Once we get closer to the public release date we will have the actual video and campaign
laid out for the employees to see at their place of work. We will have all of the employees come
together at each facility they work at to watch the unveiling of the TV ad and the rest of the
campaign. The twist is we give the employees the chance to share the video themselves on social
media before we roll it out publicly, giving the employees the power of public relations. We will also
provide shirts for the employees to wear the day of the campaign release to not only create a better
sense of community among the staff but to also promote the campaign when outside of work.
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Section C: Media Strategy
Since this campaign is targeted at young women who are newly entering the workforce, our main
channel for the campaign will be the various social media outlets. A good portion of the budget will go
to paid promoting on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and Youtube. Also, we plan to utilize the shorter
version of our television ad to play before select youtube videos and in commercial breaks on free
online radio services, such as Pandora. In addition to all of these social media tactics, we will also spend
a good portion of the budget on paid search, so that when women search on google for a job, we are
the first search result.
In addition to online campaigning, we will be spending a portion of the budget on signage to be
placed strategically on college campuses around the nation. Another portion of the budget would be
allocated to television commercials to be aired on popular MTV, VH1, The CW, and ABC Family, whose
audience is predominantly young female viewers, in addition to national television stations like NBC,
CBS, and ABC. Another potential route would be to air the television commercials during women’s
sporting events. While the number of viewers for this kind of broadcasting is relatively low, the general
demographic of viewers would be similar to our target audience; young, athletic, empowered women.
Another portion of the budget would go to radio ads, targeting both news stations like NPR,
Public Radio International, and American Radio Network and popular music stations such as KISS FM.
In addition to all of this paid media, we hope that our efforts to have a more balanced and equal
workplace will lead to some news coverage and other earned media.
The release of the campaign will be in the spring, ideally launching the campaign during the
game on Super Bowl Sunday, if the budget allows. This timing makes it so that Pepsi is fresh in the minds
of new graduates when they go out on their job hunt in the early summer.
We will launch the ad campaign with a huge pulse on every platform, releasing the TV
commercials on every social media outlet, cable television and public radio. As the cable television and
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public radio ads phase out mid summer, the youtube/online radio ads pick up. At this time the “Women
Are” App will be gaining momentum along with the accompanying hashtags, and we will be shifting our
focus to promoting that as a networking and professional growth opportunity. This keeps the campaign
relevant without bombarding or boring viewers with commercials they’ve seen a few too many times.
In the fall, we will kick the television and radio ads back into gear in an effort to potentially catch
those high school graduates who decide college is not for them, in addition to those who are still
deciding what their next move is after school. This second wave is a soft reminder that we are still here,
we still care about equality, and you should want to work for us!
In the early winter we will pull back to avoid competing with the multitude of seasonal jobs
available. A couple weeks after the holidays we will mildly surge back up to again remind new and
upcoming graduates on the awesome job opportunities here at PepsiCo.
At the year mark, we will assess the results of the campaign and decide then if it still carries
enough momentum to keep pushing with it, or start brainstorming new ideas.
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“Women Are” Budget Allocation
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Section D: Evaluation Plan/Assessment Measures
This media campaign is an excellent way to inspire and gauge interest for the target
demographic that PepsiCo wishes to reach. We believe that this ad campaign will generate immense
excitement about the brand and create the notion that women are capable of any job that PepsiCo has
to offer. The team plans on gauging the results via resources such as our #womenare and “women
are!” social media campaigns. By tracking engagement and other statistics derived from the social
media ‘blasts’ we will accurately be able determine how successful the ad is in different regions
around the United States. This is an easy way to generate product, brand and job awareness while
creating a positive sense of community for the company and its employees. This ad campaign is
effective in carrying its message to society while demonstrating how PepsiCo believes women are able
to do anything they set their minds to. The team believes that this campaign will be successful if it is
broadcast to the entire country, and more specifically, in regions where PepsiCo has distribution
centers as well as corporate offices. If the marketing plan is to market to these regions it will make it
more feasible for those women viewers to apply for the jobs within PepsiCo.
To examine engagement with the ad campaign more closely, the team will compile the results
from the various social media outlets and analyze the data to determine trends in regards to what
audience best perceives the campaign. The engagement and insights are key to determine these
metrics as the insights determine specifically what regions and demographics enjoy the ad and who
don't. By finding these trends it creates the opportunity for improvement on ad campaigns moving
forward. Hashtags are one of the most popular way to link posts to mass communities sharing the
same hashtag. Utilizing data analytics for finding trends in both regional awareness and perception, it
will accurately portray the data in a way that allows the team to find whether or not the campaign was
successful. With women being the target demographic for this campaign, we expect to find a number
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of females participating in the hashtag and posting of the social media campaign across platforms.
Comments, likes, shares, retweets and s on will all be closely monitored and compiled to gauge the
metrics mentioned above.

Section E: Future Recommendations
Both the hashtag and “women are!” campaigns will be fundamental building blocks for building the
brand with the target demographic being women. Moving forward, it is crucial for PepsiCo to continue
the “women are!” tagline and incorporate it in future ads to make people aware of a trending
campaign such as this. By asserting that PepsiCo is at the forefront in terms of developing a a
recognized movement that will soon cause other companies to market a similar notion of equality
amongst the workforce.
The future ad campaigns will build upon the the notion of creating a gender equal work
environment starting at the warehouse and merchandising level. By catering to these specific jobs,
PepsiCo will continually generate positive resonance the their target demographic and build brand
knowledge for future potential applicants. The brand knowledge needs to live up to its reputation for
creating a work environment that is hospitable for all genders and that career paths are attainable
from any starting position. Once the public is aware of the potential for growth within the company
and are actively applying for jobs, then the ad campaign will be deemed successful.
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